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Below is a list of questions and answers a result of the Bullmoose Ruth Mines site visit (EW699-161320) held on October 16, 2015, also attached is an information package that was handed out to attendees of the site visit and the site visit attendee list.

Bullmoose Borrow

1. Q - Is there an existing access route to the Bullmoose borrow area?
   A – Yes, the access route will be listed on the specification drawings.

2. Q – Are borehole logs available for the test pitting done in the borrow areas?
   A – Yes, borehole logs will be available in the specifications.

3. Q – Is ground water information available via the borehole logs?
   A – Yes

4. Q.- Was there a topographical survey completed of the borrow area?
   A – No but you can go online to Geogradis and get topographical information.

5. Q – Who’s responsibility is it to check the volumes?
   A – It is up to the contractor to determine the volume of borrow material taken from the borrow area. The Crown will verify the results.

Airstrip (Bullmoose and Ruth)

1. Q – Will there be coordination issues with third parties?
   A – Although the Bullmoose airstrip is used by third parties, the frequencies of those visits are low and the Crown will notify stakeholders of the remediation project.

2. Q – Can borrow material be taken from along the airstrip?
   A – An excavation setback around the perimeter of the airstrip will be presented in the specification drawings.

Trail between Bullmoose airstrip and the mine site

1. Q – Is there a right of way for the trail between the airstrip and the site?
   A – The specification will present the maximum allowable width that the trail can be upgraded and associated regulatory limitations.

2. Q – Was the waste the rock evaluated for ‘pag’?
   A - Yes and it was low to moderate.

Tank Farm

1. Q - What is volume difference between coarse and fine soils?
   A – The extent is unknown at this time. The specifications will provide an estimated volume of material needing to be treated. It is known that some of the material will not be land farmed due to the size of the material. The specifications will provide a maximum size of material that is fit for land farming.
Sewage Lagoon

1. Q - What do we do with the water after treatment?
   A – The water will be discharged to the surrounding environment in accordance with the specifications, land use permit, and water licence.

Ruth Mine

1. Q - Is the waste rock around the Mill co-contaminated?
   A – Yes, the waste rock around the mill has metal and phc impacts as well.
2. Q - How much contaminated soil do excavate and to what extents?
   A – The Crown will provide co-ordinates for the excavation limits and will provide results of confirmatory sampling. The excavation is deemed complete when the results of the confirmatory sampling meet the requirements outlined in the specifications.
3. Q – Is it the responsibility of the contractor to deliver items heritage value to Yellowknife?
   A – A decision on this hasn’t been made at this time. If a decision is made to conduct this activity, a line item dealing with this will be placed in the basis of payment table.
4. Q – What are the approximate weights of the heritage items?
   A – This information will be outlined in the specifications.

Spectrum

1. Q - What material will be used to backfill the trench? Is there a local source if waste rock is an issue?
   A – There is no local borrow source available. The nearest borrow source is at Bullmoose borrow area. The suitability of the waste rock will be further discussed in the specifications.

Beaulieu

1. Q – Can the waste rock at Beaulieu be used to backfill the tailings area?
   A – No, the material required to backfill the tailings area will need to come from one of the two borrow areas identified for this project (Bullmooe borrow area, Ruth borrow area).

Winter road

1. Q – Is there a need to provide some compensation for the destruction of timber to create the winter road?
   A – This information will be made available once the Crown has received all their permits.

Camps

1. Q - What are the requirements on the size of camps, can satellite camps be use or does the standard size of camp need to be applied every?
   A – This information will be made available once the Crown has received all their permits.